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CALENDAR: Future JGSGO Programs +
(Check the What's Happening Column and Calendar in
the weekly Heritage newspaper). We now meet at 1:30
p.m. on the 3,d Tuesday of the month:

Tuesday, Feb, 24: 1:30 p.m., Special meeting at the
main Orlando Public Library, downtown, 101 E.
Central Ave., Orlando, in the 4tb floor Genealogy
Dept. Hands on opportunities! (There is a parking
garage across the street for a few dollars.)

Tuesday March 24: 2-4 p.m. JGSGO Sponsored
Mini-Workshop, (no fee) highlighting three major
area, Census Records, Immigration Records, and
Vital Records. Information for the genealogy
beginner and review for the experienced hobbyist

April 21, 1:30 p.m., regular meeting, Mini-Sanctuary,
CRJ, guest speaker: Sheryl Needle Cohn, EdD,
Supervisor, College of Education, UCF South Lake
Campus. Subject: "Walking in the Footsteps pf the
Holocaust - An Ancestral Journey."

May 19: 1:30 p.m., regular meeting,Mini-Sanctuary,
CRJ, guest speaker: Judy Bowden, "Surfing the Web
Site, Family Search and the LDS(Latter Day Saints)."

, August 2-7, 2009: IAJGS International Conference on
Jewish Genealogy,Philadelphia, PA

Sept. 2-5, 2009: Annual Conferenceof the Federation of
GenealogicalSocieties,Little Rock,Arkansas
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January Afternoon Meeting a Success
To start 2009 off, the JGSGO changed its

meeting day and time to a Tuesday afternoon at
1:30 p.m. It proved to be a success with 35 people
attending a special program on January 27th.

Jerald Wertheimer, JGSGO Program VP,
arranged for the program
and introduced the guest
speakers. They were two of
the personnel from the
Orlando Public Library
(Orange Country System),
Kimberly Peters, Library
Reference Clerk and a
Genealogist, and Jane

'l"a.)1{::--jt3 Hebert, Librarian-Clerk
specializing in education and
learning. Their subject
was "How to Get Started in
Genealogy Research." Work-

ing with a Power Point slide presentation, their
talk included "How You Climb Your Family
Tree."

They spoke of the special genealogical
resources maintained at the library on the fourth
floor at 101 East Central Avenue, Orlando. There,
you can use "phenomenal" tools such as various
data bases. Ms. Peters said, "It's fun discovering
about yourself. It's like being a detective, being on
a scavenger hunt, it's like Time Travel."

They emphasized the importance of
"looking for names, dates and places. Start with
yourself andfocus your research on one question at
a time. Be organized, use generation charts and
group sheets."

Referring to what tools are at the library,
they stressed help is available. "If you find a
resource, the clerks will show you how to use it."
Among the resources you'll find census records,
Heritage Quest Online (a genealogy database
containing US Census images from 1790 through
1930), passenger arrival information, family
histories,Ancestry Library Edition (a collection of
databases with access to census records from 1790 •
to 1930), ProQuest (use this to find full-at
newspaper articles from national and local
newspapers), immigration records, birth, death

and marriage certificates, an more genealogy
related items. These databases may be accessed
from any Orange County Library location.

Useful handouts included a Guide to the
Library's Genealogy Department, a blank sample
copy of the 1930 form for the US Federal Census.,
a blank Research Calendar Form, a blank Family
Group Record, three User Guides of Online
Database User's for Ancestry Library Edition,
Heritage Quest, and Proquest.

To say the program was stimulating and
full of information would be an understatement. It
made many of the audience anxious to visit the
library. The guest speakers were graciously
thanked by Wertheimer who urged members and
visitors to attend the next meeting. It will be a
follow-up "field trip" to the library on Tuesday.
February 24 startim: at 1:30. Kim Peters and Jane
Hebert will be there to assist our members.
"Attending the library session, will give everyone a
chance for 'hands-on' experience," Wertheimer
indicated.

Note: There is a parking garage across the street from
the library. There will be a nominal char e or arkin .

(left to right) Jane Hebert, Librarian-Clerk
and Kimberly Peters, Library Reference Clerk and
Genealogist.
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PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE
Larry Morrell

Decisions ... decisions! Your JGSGO Board
at its last two meetings
deliberated how to
attract new members
and involve long-time
members. A major
problem brought to the
Board was that more
and more members and
non-members did not
care to drive at night.
As a result it was agreed
by the Board that we
should try holding
meetings during the day
time. It was decided to
plan afternoon meetings
for at least six months

and then re-evaluate the situation. The third Tuesday
of the month, at 1:30, was thought to be a good time.

On Tuesday, January 27, the first of the 1:30
meetings was held in the Mini-Sanctuary of CRJ. The
program, arranged by JGSGO's Jerald Wertheimer,
featured two librarians, Kim Peters and Jane Hebert,
from the Genealogy Department of the Orange County
Library System's Orlando library. They presented a
Power Point slide program "How to Get Started in
Genealogy Research" and described a step-by-step
approach as well as talking about what the library had
to offer.

Thirty-five people were at the meeting. Most of
them read about the meeting in news releases prepared
and sent by Wertheimer to local papers. The publicity
and the timing paid off!
(see the column January Afternoon Meeting a Success
on Page 3)

The next meeting (February 24 at 1:30 p.m.)
will be a field trip offering hands-on experiences at the
Orlando library. Plan to be there! It is suggested that a
few people could car-pool cutting down on the garage
costs. Once again the Librarians (peters and Hebert)
will be available to assist you in whatever genealogical
research direction you take.

Another announcemeut you should note is that
JGSGO will sponsor a Mini-Workshop on Tuesday,
March 24 from 2 to 4 PM at CRJ. Plans are to offer
three speakers, Carl Migden on Immigration Records,
Edith Schulman on Vital and yours truly (Larry) 00'

<&nsus Records, followed by a Q & A period. There
will be no charge for the workshop. It will be aimed at
the beginner or novice and serve as a good review for
more experienced individuals. Hopefully, the
workshop will attract those who are interested in
starting their genealogical search and all will be
encouraged to become members. Mark your
calendar .... March 24th at CRJ at 2 to 4 PM. .

Another decision made related to our JGSGO
library located in CRJ's Dworkin Learning Center.
Rae and Marcie Wallen serve as co-librarians. The
Board voted to budget $200 for the purchase of several
new books related to genealogy.

I have initiated a special JGSGO e-mail
(electronic) newsletter to keep you informed of various
events and noteworthy news about genealogy. The 3rd

e-mail has gone out and responses have been positive.
If you have any questions, send them to me at
emorrell@cfl.rr.com>

And a few "comments of appreciation" are in
order for people who give that little extra effort that
makes things work.

Thanks to Shirley Michael for her
refreshment setup for our annual meeting in December.
She always manages to capture our hearts (and
stomachs) with the appropriate goodies ....

Thanks to Judy Wertheimer for the
home-baked cakes and cookies that topped off our
January 27th meeting ....

Thanks to Jerry Wertheimer for
"spreading the word" about the JGSGO through
publicity-news releases .•..

Thanks to Jerry Kurland for his special
artwork in preparing framed "certificates of
appreciation" for invited speakers ...

Thanks to Doris Frank for the
contribution of Bernard Mayer's book,
"Entombed ...My True Story" presented to our JGSGO
library in memory of her husband, Don Frank.

And thanks to all of our volunteer
officers for their time spent on JGSGO activities!

Ln~_i'F'q;~

r

And a Happy Pesach .(April 8
through 16) to you, your family, and
friends.
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The Atkins Schmaltz Diet:
If you get this and you are not Jewish -1cannot even

begin to explain - This actually goes back 2 generations - or 3 if
you are under 50! I miss it all and can't help but wonder how
did my grandparentshave a nonexistent cholesterol

The Atkins Schmaltz Diet•.•.Before we start,
there are some variations in ingredients because of the
various types of Jewish taste. (polack, Litvack and
Gallicianer).Just as we Jews have six seasons of the year
(winter, spring, summer, fall, the slack season, and the
busy season),we all focus on a main ingredient which,
unfortunately and undeservedly, has disappeared from
our diet. I'm talking, of course, about SCHMALTZ
(chickenfat).

1r - ~
SCHMALTZhas, for centuries, been the prime

ingredient in almost every Jewish dish, and I feel it's
time to revive it to its rightful place in our homes. (I
have plans to distribute it in a green glass Gucci bottle
with a label clearly saying: "low fat, no cholesterol,
Newman's Choice, extra virgin SCHMALTZ." (It can't
miss!)

Let's start, of course, with the "forshpeiz"
(appetizer). Gehockteh leiber (chopped liver) with
SCHMALTZis always good, but how about something
more exotic for your dear ones, like boiled whitefish in
yoyech(soup) which sets into a jelly form, or "gefllteh
miltz" (stuffed spleen), in which the veins are removed
(thank God), and it is fried in (you guessed it)
SCHMALTZ, bread crumbs, eggs, onions, salt and
pepper.Loveit! How about stewed lingen (lungs) - very
chewy- or gehenen(brains) -- very slimy.Am I making
your mouth water yet? Then there are (grebenes -
pieces of chicken skin, deep fried in SCHMALTZ,
onionsand salt until crispy brown (Jewish bacon). This
makes a great appetizer for the next cardiologist's
convention.

Another favorite, and I'm sure your children
will loveit, is pe'tcha GelJiedcalves' feet). Simply chop
up some.cows' feet with your hockmesser (handl-

chopper), add some meat, onions, lots of garlic,
SCHMALTZ again, salt and pepper, cook for five hours
and let it sit over night. You might want to serve
it with oat bran and bananas for an interesting
breakfast Gust joking!).

There's also a nice chicken fricassee (stew) using
the heart, gorgle (neck), pipick (a great delicacy, given to
the favorite child, usually me), a f1eegle(wing) or two,
some ayelech (little premature eggs) and other various
chicken innards, in a broth of SCHMALTZ, water,
paprika, etc. We also have knishes (filled dough) and
the eternal question, "Will that be liver, beef or
potatoes, or all three?"

Other time-tested favorites are kishkeh, and its
poor cousin, helzel (chicken or goose neck). Kishkeh is
the gut of the cow, bought by the foot at the Kosher
butcher. It is turned inside out, scalded and scraped.
One end is sewn up and a mixture of flour,
SCHMALTZ, onions, eggs, salt, pepper, etc., is spooned
into the open end and squished down until it is full. The
other end is sewn and the whole thing is boiled. Yummy!

My personal all-time favorite is watching my
Zaida (grandpa) munch on boiled chicken feet. Try .that
on the kinderlach (children) tomorrow. For our next
course we always had chicken soup with pieces of
yellow-white, rubbery chicken skin floating in a greasy
sea of lokshen (noodles), farfel (broken bits of matzah),
arbiss (chickpeas), lima beans, pietrishkeh, tzibbeles
(onions), mondlech (soup nuts), kneidlach(dumplings),
kasha, (groats) kliskelech and marech (marrow bones).

The main course, as I recall, was either boiled
chicken, f1anken,kackletten (hockfleish-chopped meat),
and sometimes rib steaks, which were served either well
done, burned or cremated. Occasionally we had
barbecued liver done to a burned and hardened
perfection in our own coal furnace.

Since we couldn't have milk with our meat
meals, beverages consisted of cheap soda (Kik,
Dominion Dry, seltzer in the spritz bottles) or glezel tay
(glass of hot tea) served in a yahrtzeit (memorial candle)
glass and sucked through a sugar cube held between the
incisors.

Desserts were probably the only things not
made with SCHMALTZ, so we never had any Momma
never learned how to make SCHMALTZ Jell-O.

Well, nowyou know the secret of how I've grown
up to be so tall, sinewy, slim and trim, energetic,
extremely clever and modest, and if you want your
children to grow up to be like me, you're a gohnsen
meshuggah (completelynuts)!

ZEIT MIR GEZUNT. (go in good health).•. and
order out Chinese.

(Thanks to Buddy Kredenser, Abiesbaby@aolcom)
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The Missing Link
By Edith Schulman

" •.•a language spoken by few and remembered by
many" (Linda Machan, Boston Globe)

She was, of course, describing Yiddish. The language
that has 1000 years of rich history behind it. Perhaps you
remember your parents or grandparents speaking this
language when they didn't want the children to
understand.

Yiddish was born over nine centuries ago in
communities along the Rhine River. It is written from
right to left with Hebrew characters but it contains words
absorbed from German, Aramatic, Slavic and Romantic
languages, as well as Hebrew. It was, and still is, the
language of Ashkenazic Jews.

While Hebrew was the sacred tongue and was
reserved for prayer and study. Yiddish was the everyday
means of communication within the Jewish communities.
It was the language spoke in the home and at work.

The word Yiddish is younger than the languagel
Jews have called their language Judisch, Loshen
Ashkenaz and Jargon. It was in 1903 that the newspaper
Der Fraynd changed its subheading "The First Jargon
Daily in Russian" to the "First Yiddish Daily." Thus
Yiddish became the accepted term for the language of the
Jews.

Many languages seemed to have been easily
replaced by other languages acquired through emigration
or conquest. This pattern of adoption and replacement
characterized the early Jewish language including several
that were the forerunners of Yiddish in western Europe.
But Yiddish itself, as the language which Ashkenazic
Jews have clung to for a thousand years, is an exception.
Yiddish resisted for centuries the impact of various
languages to become eventually the mother tongue (name
loshin) of an estimated 11 million Ashkenazic Jews
(comprising 65 to 70 per cent of the world's Jewish
population) before World War II. It has become the
universal!6 recognized language of these Jews by the end
og the 19 century. It was the language that was brought
to America from eastern Europe in the 1880s.

"In the U.S. Yiddish flourished, too, after the
post-1800 emigration began. There were at one time, four
Yiddish dailies in New York, 15 Yiddish Theaters on
Second avenue, and a thriving Yiddish-language film
industry," explained Machan, ofthe Boston Globe.

In the first two decades of the 20th century,
Yiddish was spoken by three out of every four Jews in the
world. The Yiddish press was their primary source of
enlightenment and entertainment.

But Yiddish was the language for the parents -
not for the children. It was the language to be forgotten.
It was the language of the old country and spoke of
hardships and the shtetls of Europe.

The immigrants and their children, eager to blend into
the great American "melting pot," started to speak

English in earnest, and i~ doing so, frequently injected
Yiddish words and expressions in their speech. They also
added to their speech, the intonations, pronunciations
and grammatical constructions of Yiddish.

Today. There are no Yiddish daily newspapers left in
the U.S. Of the four Yiddish weeklies in New York, the
two that are thriving, Der Algemeiner Journal and Der
Yid, are aimed at Chasidic communities, The Forward
whose circulation dropped tenfold in 50 years, changed to
a weekly schedule in 1984.

FORWARD I
rFO OED IN 1897 • PUB IS EO WEEK Y I EW YORK

Isaac Bashevis Singer does not agree that Yiddish
is a dead or dying language. In 1978, when he accepted
the Nobel Prize for Literature he said, "The high honor
bestowed upon me by the Swedish Academy is also a
recognition of the Yiddish language - a language of exile,
without a land, with our frontiers, not supported by any
government, a language which posses no word for weapons,
ammunition, military exercises, war tactics, a language that
was despised by both gentiles and emancipated Jews."

He continued, "There are some who call Yiddish a
dead language, but so was Hebrew called for two thousand
years. Yiddish has not yet said its last word. It contains
treasures that have not been revealed to the eyes of the
world •••Yiddish is the wise and humble language of us all,
the idiom offrightened and hopeful humanity."

For American Jews, understanding Yiddish
means a continuity of the language of prior generations, a
confirmation of our identity and the unique caD of this
language for a Jewish way of life.

Since 1980 , new Yiddish language films have
been produced in Belgium, Israel, Poland and the U.S>
There are traveling Yiddish theatrical troupes and even
musical groups that specialize in Klezmer music. All of
this reflects a growing interest in Yiddish culture.

"No one can have an identity without a past, and in
Yiddish is contained a record of a thousand years of. that
past," said Joseph C. Landis in Never Say Die!

Finally, Landis poses this question, "Who needs
Yiddish?" And he answers. The question is not do we
need Yiddish? ••but can we, dare we, do without Yiddish?
Who needs Yiddish? All of Jewish life everywhere, in the
individual and the group, needs Yiddish. There is still
time!!"

,
I

Yiddish Dictionary Online
~ -

Ihttp://www.yiddishdictionaryonline.com/
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Remember Manischewitz (a sip of
nostalgia ..•.•)

by Melanie Chartoff

The other day I took a walk through Wally's, my
local wine emporinm's autumn sale and was bottle
shocked by the number of kosher wine choices on
display-Ninety-seven Jewtique labels. From Israel to
Australia to the Valley of Napa, there are rabbis
rendering grapes right for Jewish tables the world
over.

Although pleased as wine punch that my brethren
can sip with confidence from so many vineyards at all
the holiday tables to come, I felt drowned in a sudden
wave of nostalgia, for, over in a less popular corner, I
spied some "Man Oh Manischewitz - What a Wine"
languishing, neglected for a mere $4.99 in its own
dust.

And a flood of bittersweet tasting memories
ensued ... of my parentally enforced Prohibition. The
years of my youth when I was served Welch's grape
juice in a grown up glass at the holidays to placate my
longing for the real deal. I sipped the faux, while the
elders were slurping Manischewitz, the manna of the
God, the only choice in that era, with lip-smacking
satisfaction. I'd lift my grape laced goblet, toast and
boast-'Look it! Look it how fast I can drink it!"

Bad habits were setting in so soon in my life. I had
just licked the thumb-sucking addiction, and here I
was mainlining the gateway drug grape juice to ready
myself for the real deal. My aunts and uncles would
laugh and applaud. Oh, how I could chug the stuff
down, purpling my mouth with flavor, longing for
lipstick like my mother wore Joan Crawford style, well
beyond the outline of her real lips. Her lipstick on a
wine glass seemed the height of adulthood to me. I
couldn't wait to grow into them both. When finally
deemed a woman at age thirteen in a brand new
training bra (I didn't outgrow the training wheels on
my bike, either till I was fourteen), I was served
Manischewitz Concord Grape for the very first time.

t
J

It was so warm and
sweet like a lollipop, my criterion for good things at
that time. How much like lollipop could a thing

taste? Koolaid was incredible, Hawaiian Punch was
lollypop primo, jello was swell, those flavored colored
waters that came in waxed little soda bottles were
scrumptious - and Manischewitz was the best yet. I
slurped it, and other versions of it and extra helpings
and paid a price as the aftermath was not so
nice. Granted, I hadn't a very sophisticated palette,
and my precocious epicurean taste for sweet wines
didn't evolve much from those days, as I couldn't
stomach the hangovers. But, like a first kiss, the
experience has never faded from my lips.

Flash forward to me lifting the bottles to read their
labels-Cherry, Concord Dry, Black Cherry,
Blackberry, Loganberry •..Elderberry? (The latter
won't be gracing my table, you can count on that!)
Now at a vintage age, I had toured and understood the
wine making process as it involved grapes. But, how
were the logan and elder harvested and kosherized, I
mused. Were rambunctious rabbis doing the kazatski
to k1ezmer music, juicing their feet on all sorts of fruits
for fermentation in happy vats somewhere? Where
were these very berry wine vines and how could I visit?

I asked Glen Curtis of the Widmer Winery in
Naples New York for some insights, as he has
harvested the grapes for Manischewitz bottles since the
late 1980s, when Manischewitz was the best-selling
brand name in kosher wines. He gently explained that
there are no joyous rabbinical feet smooshing the fruit
in madcap berry dances to Hava Na Gila. Rather,
loganberry and elderberry juice are unromantically
grown and purchased through the proper channels
from Washington State, cherry and blackberry juices
from Europe. The process of fermentation is done
with great sobriety in massive containers to prepare
them for bottling. The formal blessing is performed by
representatives of the Union of Orthodox Jewish
Congregations of America.

But no matter. I loyally bought all the berry and
grape versions left in Wally's discount bin. And if no
one wants to hoist a glass of my Manischewitz for
imbibing, I'll simply smuggle it into some hamisha
good cooking in the holiday months to come.

MELANIE CHARTOFF considers herself an
inventor - of stories and characters for the
page, stage and screen, including roles she"s
created on ABC"s late night comedy answer
to SNL, "Friday"s," "Parker Lewis Can"t
Lose," "The Newhart Show," "Wiseguy,"
"Ally McBeal," "Touched by an Angel," and
"Desperate Housewives." She can be heard
daily as the voices ofDidi and Minka on
Nickleodeon"s long-running "Rugrats" and
its spin-off "All Grown Up." For more
information about Melanie, you can visit her website at
http://melaniechartoff.com
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A mSTORY OF FOODS ••.. IF YOU CRUISE
THROUGH THESE WITHOUT AT LEAST A
SNICKER YOU ARE OVER THE HILL

Latkes: A pancake-like strncture not to be
confused with anything the House of Pancakes would
put out. In a latka, the oil is in the pancake. It is made
with potatoes, onions, eggs and matzo meal. Latkas can
be eaten with applesauce, but NEVER with maple
syrup. There is a rumor that in the time of the
Maccabees they lit a latka by mistake and it burned for
eight days. What is certain is that you will have
heartburn for the same amount of time.

Matzoh: The Egyptians' revenge for leaving
slavery. It consists of a simple mix of flour and water=
no eggs or flavor at all. When made well, it could
actually taste like cardboard. Its redeeming value is
that it does fill you up and stay with you for a long
time. However, it is recommended that you eat a few
prunes soon afterwards.

Kasha Varnishkes: One of the little-known
delicacies which is even more difficult to pronounce
than to cook. It has nothing to do with varnish, but is
basically a mixture of buckwheat and bow-tie
macaroni (noodles). Why a bow-tie? Many sages
discussed this and agreed that some Jewish mother
decided that 'You can't come to the table without a tie'
or, God forbid, 'An elbow on my table?'

Blintzes: Not to be confused with the German
war machine. Can you imagine the N.Y. Post 1939
headline: 'Germans drop tons of cheese and blueberry
blintzes over Poland - shortage of sour cream
expected' Basically this is the Jewish answer to crepe
suzette.

Kishka: You know from Haggis? Well, this
ain't it. In the old days they'd take an intestine and
stuff it. Todaywe use parchment paper or plastic. And
what do you stuff it with? Carrots, celery, onions, flour
and spices. But the trick is not to cook it alone but to

add it to the cholent (see below) and let it cook for 24
hours until there is no chance whatsoever that there is
any nutritional value left.

Kreplach: It sounds worse than it tastes. There
is a Rabbinical debate on its origins. One rabbi claims
it began when a fortune cookie fell into his chicken
soup. The other claims it started in an Italian
restaurant. Either way it can be soft, hard, or soggy
and the amount of meat inside depends on whether it is
your mother or your mother-in-law who cooked it.

Cholent: This combination of noxious gases
had been the secret weapon of Jews for centuries. The
unique combination of beans, barley, potatoes, and
bones or meat is meant to stick to your ribs and
anything else it comes into contact with. At a fancy
Mexican restaurant (kosher of course) I once heard the
comment from a youngster who had just had his first
taste of Mexican refried beans: 'What! Do they serve
leftover cholent here, too?!' My wife once tried
something unusual for guests. She Blade cholent
burgers for Sunday night supper. The guests never
came back.

Gefilte Fish: A few years ago, I had problems
with my filter in my fish pond and a few of them got
rather stuck and mangled. My 5-year-old son looked at
them and commented 'Is that why we call it 'Ge
Filtered Fish'?' Originally, it was a carp stuffed with a
minced fish and vegetable mixture. Today it usually
comprises of small fish balls eaten with horseradish,
'chrain', which is judged on its relative strength in
bringing tears to the eyes at 100 paces.

Bagels: How can we finish without the
quintessential Jewish Food, the bagel? Like most foods,
there are legends surrounding the bagel although I
don't know any. There have been persistent rumors
that the inventors of the bagel were the Norwegians
who couldn't get anyone to buy smoked lox. Think
about it: Can you picture yourself eating lox on white
bread? Rye? A cracker? Naaa. They looked for
something hard and almost indigestible which could
take the spreading of cream cheese and which doesn't
take up too much room on the plate. And why the hole?
The truth is that many philosophers believe the hole is
the essence, and the dough is only there for emphasis.
(author anonymous, submitted by Howie Gold)

JOIN US FOR THE MINI-WORKSHOP -March 24
2 to 4 PM in the Mini-sanctuary.Congregation of Reform
Judaism, 928 Malone Drive, Orlando (no fee)
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HAVE YOU BEEN "BAGELED?"
It all started when my friend Doodie Miller--

who wears a kippah - was back in college and
suffering through a tedious lecture. As the professor
droned on, a previously-unknown young woman
leaned over and whispered in his ear:"This class is as
boring as m Zayde's seder."

You see, the woman knew that she did not
"look" Jewish, nor did she wear any identifying signs
like a Star of David. So foregoing the awkward
declaration, "I'm Jewish," the girl devised a more
nuanced - and frankly, cuter -- way of heralding her
heritage.

This incident launched a hypothesis which
would henceforth be known as the Bagel Theory.
The BagelTheory stands for the principle that we Jews,
regardless of howobservant or affiliated we are, have a
powerful need to connect with one another.

To that end, we find ways to "bagel" each
other - basically, to "out" ourselves to fellow Jews.

There are two ways to bagel. The brave or
simply unimaginative will tell you straight out that
they are Jewish (a plain bagel). But the more creative
will concoct subtler and even sublime ways to let you
know that they, too, are in the know. (These bagels are
often the best; like their doughy counterparts, cultural
bagels are more flavorful when there is more to chew
on.)

I suspect that Jews have been bageling even
before real bagels were invented. And while my
husband and I may not have invented bageling, we do
seem to have a steady diet of bagel encounters.

An early bagel favorite occurred when my
kippah-wearing husband and I were dating, and we
spent a Saturday evening at a funky coffee house with
friends. We engaged in a few boisterous rounds of
Boggle,the game where you must quickly make words
out of jumbled lettered cubes. Observing our fun, a
couple of college students at a nearby table asked if
they could play too. After we rattled the tray and
furiously scribbled our words, it was time to read our
lists aloud. One of the students, who sported a rasta
hat and goatee, proudly listed the word "yad."
Unsuspecting, we inquired, "What's a yad?" He said
with a smirk, "You know, that pointer you read the
Torah with." ¥es, we were .bageled at Boggle.

On our honeymoon in Rome,we were standing
at the top of the 'Spanish steps next to a middle-aged
couple holding a map. The husband piped up in an
obviousvoice, "I wonder where the synagogue is." My
husband and I exchanged a knowing look at this classic
Roman bagel and proceeded to strike up a
conversation with this lovely couple -from Chicago.

After we took them to the synagogue, they asked to
join us at the kosher pizza shop. As we savored the
cheeselessarugula and shaved beef pizza - to this day
the best pizza I have ever had - this non-religious
couple marveled at traveling kosher and declared they
would do so in the future. A satisfying bagel tobe sure.

In the years since, our bagel encounters have
become precious souvenirs, yiddishe knick-knacks
from our family adventures in smaller Jewish
communities. Like the time the little boy at the Coffee
Bean in Pasadena, California, walked up to my
husband, pulled out a mezuzah from around his neck,
smiled and ran away. (A non-verbal bagel!)Or our day
trip to the pier in San Clemente, California when an
impish girl in cornrows and bikini scampered over to
say "Good Shabbos,"

We have been bageled waiting at airline ticket
counters, in elevators, at the supermarket checkout.
And I myself have been known to bagel when the
situation calls for it, like the time I asked the chassid
seated a few rows up on an airplane if I could borrow a
siddur.

On a recent trip abroad, however, we did not
get bageled even once. That was in Israel where,
thankfully, thereis just no need. We bagel in a quest to
feelwhole.

Ultimately, why do we feel this need to bagel?
Does it stem from our shared patriarchs, our pedigree
of discrimination and isolation, a common love of
latkes or just the human predisposition to be cliquey? I
maintain it is something more. Our sages say that all
Jews were originally one interconnected soul which
stood in unison at Mount Sinai to receive the Torah.
Now scattered across the Earth, as we encounter each
other's Jewish souls, we recognize and reconnect with
a piece of our divine.selves.The bagel may have a hole,
but we bagel lD a quest to feel whole.

So the next time a sweaty stranger at the gym
says to you, "I haven't been this thirsty since Yom
Kippur," smile. You've just been bageled - adding
another link in the Jewish circle of connection.

(9'tigi1ud lLdfuvi 'Un/Uwwn. -
91ianA6 to. ~ (jold, :JIJSqf9 .Mma8a

JOINUSFORTHEMINI.WORKSHOP
Tuesday, Ma.-ch 24, f,-oln
2 to 4 PM in the Mini-sanctuall'Y,

Cong.-egation of Refo.-an
Judaisln, 928 Malone Drive,
O.-Iando (no fee)
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SAVE THE DATE .... April 21
For the JGSGO meeting of Tuesday, April 21,

mark your calendar. The meeting will feature guest
speaker Dr Sheryl Lynn Needle Cohn, an instructor in

the College of Education at__"",-,,"~~~---wthe University of Central
Florida. In addition to
teaching courses at UCF, Dr.
Cohn enjoys supervising her
college students in their
Student Teacher Internships
in the local public schools in
Central Florida.
Dr. Cohn also has a serious

~~~ I research passion. Her
research interest atUCF is

on how best to prepare teachers to teach K-12 Grade
students about the Holocaust and Genocide.

The subject for her JGSGO presentation will
be, "Walking in the Footsteps of the Holocaust - An
Ancestral Journey."

Sheryl Lynn Needle Cohn was born in the
Bronx, NY. After graduating from James Monroe
High School, her mother, father, and sister moved and
four years later, Sheryl received her Bachelors degree
in Psychology from Queens College, CUNY. Her
Masters degree in Educational Psychology from
Montclair State University, New Jersey.

While raising her two sons in New Jersey,
Sheryl obtained her Doctorate in Education from Nova
Southeastern University, Fort Lauderdale, FL.,
and served as an instructor in the College of
Education at the University of Central Florida.

When not involved with University work,
Sheryl enjoys tennis, golf, karaoke, travel,
photography and yes of course watching Salamanders
on her patio. Dr. Cohn dedicated her first book,
Moving Day for the Happy Salamander Family, to her
sister Susanne.

IN 1955, THE AVERAGE
AMERICAN WAS

EXPECTED TO LIVE FOR
ONL Y 69.6 YEARS,

NOW IT'S EASY TO LIVE
AT LEAST TO

78 TO 80 YEARS.

CONGRATULATIONS LILLIAN •..
A member of the JGSGO for the past 16 years,

Lillian Weitzel of Orlando recently announced she
became engaged to Aaron
Tanzer and a wedding is
planned for April 5 in Ocoee.
Lillian has worked for the
Florida Department of
Health, Bureau of

I Radiation Control for the
past 25 years. Aaron is a
material engineer. Lillian
said, "He does failure
analysis; he figures out
why things are broken."
Lillian joined the JGSGO in
1993. In 2005, she served
on the Board of Directors
as Chair of Programming.

She said, "I found out about the JGSGO at a
Channukah Arts Fest at the JCC where the genealogy
society had a table display set up."

The couple will live in Bear, Delaware (near
Newark).

L

IAJGS CONFERENCE IN
PHILADELPHIA- Aug 2-7, 2009

We are extremely pleased to announce that the
Call for Papers for the 29th IAGJS International
Conference on JewishGenealogy is now open. Please
go to www.Philly2009.org for all the details. We look
forward to receiving many proposals and thank you all
in advance for participating in our programming
process.

The conference is co-hosted by the International
Association of Jewish Genealogical Societies (IAJGS)
and the Jewish Genealogical Society of Greater
Philadelphia (JGSGP) and will be held at the Sheraton
Philadelphia City Center Hotel at 17thand Race Street,
Philadelphia, PA, 19103, August 2-7, 2009. It is a
conference you won't want to miss for there is no
doubt it will be a wonderful experience. Whether you
are a beginner or an experienced genealogist, there
will be many programs and exhibits of interest.

Over the coming weeks and months we will
Be adding new information to the website so be
sure to check back often. We look forward to seeing
you there!
Sincerely,
Anne Feder Lee and David Mink, Co-Chairs
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pmLADELPHIA JEWS EXHIBIT ..•.Greetings,
I'd like to announce a new online exhibition at the
virtual Museum of Family History entitled "The
Jewish Quarter of Philadelphia." The possibility
of such an exhibition occurred to me after I had
learned about the existence of author Harry
Boonin's book of the same name. Mark Halpern,
Program Chair for the 2009 IAJGS Conference,
encouraged me to create this exhibition which will
tie in very neatly with the upcoming 2009
conference, which will be in Philadelphia.

The exhibition, available now for viewing,
gives the reader (the museum "visitor") a Glimpse
of the history of the "Jewish Philadelphia," from
the period of strong immigration in the late 1800s
and early 1900s, through the time of the
Great Depression, World War II and the
Holocaust. What kind of work did the immigrants
find when they arrived in Philadelphia? Was there
any kind of a Yiddish theatre they could go to
.when and if they had the time and money?
Personal stories are told within this exhibition that
give a face to the Jewish experience. You can find
this exhibition at:
www.museumoffamilyhistory.com/mtb-jqp.htm .

There is a short introduction to the author's
book at the Museum's Yiddish Vinkl at:
www.museumoffamilyhistory.com/yiddish-
vinkl.htm. If you have any material about early
Jewish life in Philadelphia that you think might be
a nice addition to the exhibition, please let me
know.

I hope you enjoy the exhibition and
welcome your comments.
Best,
Steven Lasky (-Message-Number: 2) New York
www.museumoffamilyhistory.com
steve@museumoffamilyhistory.com
(Note: from the IAJGS Digest, 8 Dec 2008

NOTE: A~ to tie ~~, tie ~ «lift

de5769. A~ to tie ~~, tie ~
eudt de4706. 7w H1ea«4 tMt 5M " 063 ~ tie ~
~ ~ ~ *;MJd. 7~ fA1eIZe ~ a4 tie
7)aMA~.

ENGLISH GENEALOGY MATERIAL
05 Jan 09:

"My name is Nathan W. Murphy. I am a
professional genealogist in Salt Lake City. I have
created a large list of English family history links that
has become popular throughout the English-speaking
world. I thought it might prove to be of value to your
members. If you maintain a list of recommended
links on your website, would you consider adding a
link to my site? Or mention it in your newsletter?
Expert Links: English Family History and
Genealogy
http://www.pricegen.com/english genealogy
Simon Fowler, in Ancestor's Magazine blog

(The National Archives of England) wrote a
review of the site (3 Oct 2007):
http://www.ancestorsmagazine.co.ukl?page=blog
&date=200710
Thank you for your consideration, Best wishes,
Nathan W. Murphy, MA, AG® MA in English
Local History (University of Leicester) Price and
Associates Genealogical Services

A Presentation by Jane Hebert & Kimberley Peters

JEWISH GfNWOOY socrsrv Of CREAl Ht OI.LAN .
lIJT~,"ro:Jt.'.,." o:N.I.FUCfO

TIME: 1:30 P.M.
DATE: TUESDAY FE8RUARY 24TH 2009
PLACE: OAANGl COUNTY I.llAAlIY YITEIoI

103 r CfN'TMl "'LVI>
OIUANOO, FLORIDA Jl80l
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PUTTING THE SPIN ON A HANGING
Note: Riva Sorokus submitted this but

doubts if it was true. However, it's clever.
Judy Wallman, a professional genealogy researcher

here in southern California, was doing some personal
work on her own family tree. She discovered that
Harry Reid's great-great uncle, Remus Reid, was
hanged for horse stealing and train robbery in
Montana in 1889. Both Judy and Harry Reid share
this common ancestor.

Harry Reid
The only known photograph of Remus shows him
standing on the gallows in Montana territory. On the
back of the picture Judy obtained during her research
is this inscription: 'Remus Reid, horse thief, sent
to Montana Territorial Prison 1885, escaped 1887,
robbed the Montana Flyer six times. Caught by
Pinkerton detectives, convicted and hanged in 1889.'

So Judy recently e-mailed Congressman Harry
Reid for information about their great-great uncle.

Believe it or not, Harry Reid's staff sent back
the following biographical sketch for her genealogy
research:
'Remus Reid was afamous cowboy in tile Montana
Territory. His business empire grew to
include acquisition of valuable equestrian assets and
intimate dealings with tile Montana railroad.
Beginning in 1883, lie devoted several years of II is life to
government service.finally taking leave to resume his
dealings with the railroad. In 1887, he was a key player
in a vital investigation run by the renowned Pinkerton
Detective Agency. In 1889, Remuspassed away during
an important civicfunction held in his honor when the
platform upon which lie was standing collapsed'

NOW THAT is how it's done folks! That's real SPIN.

1-1: ..•I:J'Uou'ulC 1 S .u.rus

SEPTEMBER 2 - 5, 2009 • UTTLE ROCK, ARKANSAS

JOIN US FOR THE MINI-WORKSHOP
Tuesday, March 24, from 2 to 4 PM in the
Mini-sanctuary, Congregation of Reform Judaism,
928 Malone Drive, Orlando (no fee)

Crafty Needle
Your source for Judaic needlecraft designs and kits,
including Needlepoint Tal/it and Tefillin Bags, Atarot, and
Kippot; Embroidered Holiday Tablecloths, and Challah and
Matzoh Covers; Crochet and Knit, and more!

Julie A. Schwartz and Jose L. Valle
Tel: 321.214.4379 • 800.345.3332
Email: shop@craftyneedle.com

www.craftyneedle.com
\ •.

MEMORIES OF A SEDER SEARCH
By: Woody Dodge

A long time ago in a land far away, we lived in
a community where there was no Jewish neighborhood
per se, Our home was in an area of new houses; in
fact, we were one of a half dozen families when we
moved in. New homes continued to be built, however,
and after a few years, another Jewish couple about our
age moved into the neighborhood.

Our kids were very young, and Norman and
Roz (our new neighbors) had two boys about the same
age as our three girls. Roz kept a kosher kitchen, and
as .Pesach drew near, our middle daughter was
fascinated by the preparation for the holiday. We
were invited to the first Seder at our new friends'
home. We were delighted. Norman led the Seder,
and at the proper time hid the afikomen. Later, when
all the kids were allowed to hunt for it, David, the
oldest, found it. Of course, with five little kids it
simply would not do for only one to be rewarded, so
each one received a quarter (somewhat more valuable
in those days).

Our youngest daughter, not yet in school, was
strongly advised not to put the coin in her mouth. This
advice had the opposite of the intended effect. When
the Seder was over, and the time to go home arrived,
she was asked "Where is your money?" As all kids do
at such a time, she became mute. "Did you swallow
it?" she was asked. No answer. Finally, we went
home, sans quarter.

A few anxious days later the coin showed up in
the expected location, none the worse for wear. I
seldom think about the hunt for an afikomen without
recalling this occasion. -----------------------


